
Rihanna demonstrates PUMA Fenty
Trainer's latest sneaker style, -1626 trend
front line information, - News Reports Release

FENTY x PUMA following the earlier early cloth by Rihanna new clothes series, the two sides also teamed up to create a new Fenty
Trainer shoes, the first Rihanna himself in the future new sense of style demonstration, using a grid material consisting of a high boot,
with no laces, heel vamp straps, Logo joint design detail design reflects the personal unique avant-garde fashion concept, the series
also includes black, white and red color. It is reported that the shoes on February 26th global sale, interested friends can choose at
the major PUMA retail stores. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 

every day at six, on the way home from school, the 1626 WeChat public number makes you home! 

it's one of the most attractive Hairstyles for girls! 

can do so much for the team to take part in the marathon? Zhou Bichang? 

jerseys collocation! Sexy and unassuming 
you may have overlooked 

- - - - - - - - - - to the tide recommended - - - - - - - - - - 

Nike Benassi Print Slide black and red flowers 

Reebok LX8500 retro running shoes 

the perfect urban leisure style CLAE 2016 spring series to graffiti artist Futura x CONVERSE Chuck Taylor as a tribute to All Star II
joint project officially on sale 



comments on 
a perfect urban leisure style CLAE in the spring of 2016 Series A: Futura x CONVERSE Chuck Taylor All to Star II to the joint
planning of graffiti officially on sale 

in the past few quarters, it is easy to see that military air elements are being used again in fashion, especially clothing and footwear.
The outdoor boot brand Danner brought a pair of 11 inch air force boots approved by the U. S. air force. The body of the shoe by cow
suede and 1000 deni>

After 
left the brand at the end of last year, Solebox founder Hikmet Sugoer recently unveiled a new project - the new shoe brand SONRA,
and released its brand new Proto shoes. The shoes are made of brand new pink "BAE", which stands for "Before Anyone Else". In
addition, more use of tanned leather uppers to build, not to hurt the skin but also ensure the effect of environmental protection. It is
reported that the shoes will be on December 17, the day by the brand designated shops for sale, limited to only 100 pairs. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 

every day at six, on the way home from school, the 1626 WeChat public number makes you home! 

it's one of the most attractive Hairstyles for girls! 

can do so much for the team to take part in the marathon? Zhou Bichang? 

jerseys collocation! Sexy and unassuming 
you may have overlooked 

why do the boys have no resistance to girls wearing AJ? 

- - - - - - - - - - to the tide recommended - - - - - - - - - - 

Nike Benassi Print Slide black and red flowers 

Reebok LX8500 retro running shoes 



JD Sports exclusive Adidas Originals NMD XR1 series Nike Air Max 97 classic Silver color, is about to return 

comments on 
last article: JD Sports exclusive Adidas Originals NMD XR1 series next article: Nike Air Max 97 classic Silver color is about to be re
returned 
Let's look at the 
Nike Sportswear NSW 2009 Holiday, part of a series of shoes in advance, HUF/DQM Air Max 90, Air Max 90 Flywire Air Trainer 1
Chlorophyll is worth looking forward to cooperation have early exposure. Believe that the future will soon be available. < >
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